INTRODUCTION
T HE detailed analysis of the infrared and Raman spectra of a complex molecule (such as, for example, a high polymer) can provide significant information about the structure of the molecule and about the nature of its intramolecular and intermolecular forces. Such an analysis requires that a complete assignment be made of the observed bands in the spectrum to the predicted modes of vibration of the molecule. One of the techniques for identifying the origin of spectral bands, and thereby assisting in the assigning of these bands, is isotopic substitution. For example, when deuterium is substituted for hydrogen in a molecule, we can expect that the frequencies of those modes involving the motions of hydrogen atoms will be lowered. Thus, qualitatively, the shift of a band to lower frequencies upon such isotopic substitution serves to identify the band as originating to some extent in a hydrogen mode. In this article we are interested in investigating what can be said in greater detail about the normal mode from the quantitative magnitude of the frequency shift ratio.
From the theory of small vibrations it is possible to deduce an exact rule relating the frequencies of the normal and the substituted molecules, viz., the TellerRedlich product rule. I ,2 The difficulty with using this 1 G. Herzberg, Infrared and Raman Spectra (D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 1945) rule in the analysis of complex molecules is that it relates the products of all frequencies belonging to the same symmetry species. Therefore, if a large molecule has low symmetry, as is usually the case, we only obtain a relationship between a large number of frequencies. Ideally, we would like a relation between only two frequencies, that of a given mode in the normal molecule and the frequency of the corresponding mode in the substituted molecule. Although such relations have been derived for small mass changes,3 they are not very satisfactory when the mass alters by a factor of two, as when deuterium is substituted for hydrogen. Since the latter substitution is the most useful one in the study of complex molecules, we are concerned here with the derivation of a rule which, even if approximate, will be valid for such cases. Specifically, we wish to determine, for example, the frequency shift ratio for each of the modes of a CH2 group when both hydrogen atoms are replaced by deuterium atoms.
THEORY
For a differential mass change in a molecule, the theory of small vibrations provides an exact expression for the differential frequency shift. It can be shown4.5 that this is given by (1) where (2) In these equations, II is the frequency, Ak is the value of A associated with the kth mode of the normal molecule, T k = Llmlqd=total kinetic energy associated with the kth vibration in the normal molecule, and LjdTj= Ljdmjqk/=the differential kinetic energy i~ the kth mode associated with the substituted atoms J when a mass change dmj is made. If we assume the substitution of all atoms of one kind in the group, viz., hydrogen in the present case, then Eq. (1) provides an exact expression for the derivative of Ak with respect to m, the mass of the hydrogen atom:
i If these exists an expression for Ak as a function of m, then Eq. (3) can be used to obtain the finite change in A, AAk, associated with a finite change in mass, Am. No exact expression exists for Ak (m) which is generally true for all molecules. However, for the kinds of small molecules or groups which concern us (e.g., OH, CH 2 , CHa) , it can be shown (see Appendix) that to a good approximation
where a1 and a2 are constants. If we designate by a superscript i quantities relating to the isotopically substituted molecule, then Eq. (4) leads to
AAk/ Am=: (AkLAk) /(mi-m) = -(admmi). (5)
Since it also follows from Eq. (4) that
Eq. (5) can be written
7)
By substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (7), we find that
i
From this it follows that
where LjATj= LjAmqk/. Equation (10) is the basic relation of the isotopic frequency rule.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to test the validity of Eq. (10), we will consider its application to H20 and NHa. It becomes immediately apparent that in order to make use of this rule it is necessary to know the normal coordinates; only in this way can we know the relative amplitudes of motion of the atoms, and therefore the relative kinetic energies required in Eq. ( 10). Since such normal coordinates are not known in complex molecules, it would seem that the frequency rule would be of little use. However, it frequently happens that the true normal coordinate is very well approximated by a suitably chosen symmetry coordinate. For the preceding type of small molecule, the condition of conservation of momentum then uniquely defines the amplitudes of motion, and therefore permits the application of Eq. (10). The departures from the predicted frequency ratios can then serve as a measure of the departure of the true mode in the complex molecule from that represented by the simple symmetry coordinate. For H20 and NH a , symmetry coordinates were chosen in which the atoms move along and perpendicular to the bonds in the molecule, viz., valence coordinates. [See Figs. 55 (b) and 58 of footnote 1 for descriptions of these symmetry coordinates.J The results of applying Eq. (10) are shown in Table I , and are compared with the ratios for the observed fundamentals and the zero-order frequencies 6 (in the latter case the observed frequencies are corrected for anharmonicities). Several comments can be made on the results shown in Table I . First, as would be expected, the agreement is better for the zero-order frequencies than for the observed fundamentals. Second, in the cases of the Ill, 112, and IIa modes of H20 and the Ill, 112, and IIa modes of NHa the chosen symmetry coordinate actually approximates closely the true normal coordinate, and it can be seen that the observed ratios are in quite good agreement with the calculated ones. For 114 of NHa, the symmetry coordinate is, in fact, not a good approximation to the normal coordinate, and the observed ratio does deviate more significantly from the com- Table II . These are again based on symmetry coordinates of the kind used for H20 and NRa. In the 'Yw, 'Yt, and 'Yr (wagging, twisting, and rocking) modes of CH2, motions perpendicular to the bonds have been assumed, the amplitudes being determined by the conservation of momentum condition. That is, the calculation is based on the assumption of isolated groups. In neither case can satisfactory tests of the validity of these ratios be made from the examination of small molecules, since the normal modes in such cases depart significantly from those assumed. Nevertheless, the magnitudes observed are in the order predicted. (For example, the ratio of zero-order CRa frequencies for CHaCl, CD 3 CI is 7 : 1'8-1. 388, .)
The application of the isotopic frequency rule to the spectra of complex molecules helps to establish its validity and range of application. We will consider the use of this rule in connection with the assignments of the 1'8 (CH2) , Va (CH2) , 0 (CH2) , 'Yw (CH 2 ) , and 'Yr(CH2) modes of some high polymers for which satisfactory data are available (the 'Yt(CH 2 ) mode is usually hard to identify). The results for these polymers are collected in Table III . For the detailed arguments on the assignments, reference is made to a recent review article. s As we noted in the foregoing the calculated frequency ratios are for isolated CH 2 groups. When a CH 2 group is part of a larger molecule, it will generally be be true that atoms in the rest of the molecule also move during modes which we usually associate with only the CH2 group. To the extent that other atoms partake in the vibrational motion, we may expect the observed frequency ratios to deviate from the calculated ones given in Table III . This deviation should provide a measure of the separability of the group frequency involved. From considerations of the motions of the atoms in the infrared active modes of the polyethylene chain, we expect the relative amplitudes of motion of the atoms in the CH2 groups to approximate most closely those of an isolated CH2 group. It is therefore gratifying to find that the ratios for the CH 2 modes in polyethylene most closely agree with the predicted values. (We expect some deviation because fundamental frequencies, rather than zero-order frequencies, are being used.) The larger ratio for 'Yr as compared to 1'8 may indicate that in the former mode there is less carbon motion than in the latter mode, or it may be a result of different anharmonicities for the two vibrations. In polyvinyl chloride, on the other hand, the ratios as well as their relative magnitudes differ significantly from the predicted values. This may be taken to indicate that what we call a CH 2 mode in this molecule actually significantly involves motions of the other atoms. That is, this is a poor instance of a separable group frequency. This situation is confirmed by other data on polyvinyl chloride: upon full deuteration of the molecule, the C-Cl stretching frequencies shift from a mean value of 623 cm-I to one of 581 cm-I • This 42-cm-1 drop in the chlorine stretching frequencies when the hydrogen atoms are replaced by deuterium is a clear indication that the vibrational modes of this molecule significantly involve motions of all of the atoms. It would appear also that the more nearly isolated the group vibration is from motions in the remainder of the molecule the more nearly equal will be the ratios for Va and 0, for example, even though the actual values deviate from the predicted ratios. Polystyrene seems to offer an illustration of this situation.
The spectrum of polyvinylidene chloride provides an illustration of how the isotopic frequency rule can be used as an aid in making assignments. Assignments for the p.(CH2) , Pa(CH2) , 0(CH 2 ), and 'Yw(CH2) modes in polyvinylidene chloride can be made with little difficulty, both in the normal and in the deuterated molecules. There has been some question, however, about the 'Yr(CH2) mode. One assignment would result in a frequency shift ratio of 1.240 on deuteration; an alternative assignment would give a ratio of 1.388. Upon examining the ratios for the other CH2 modes, it is clear that the latter value is entirely reasonable, while the former is considerably out of line. Other arguments also favor the latter assignment, thus indicating that consistency with the results of the fre- quency rule provides another criterion for judging whether or not an assignment is satisfactory. The results for polyethylene terephthalate are in agreement with observations made above, and indicate the possible difference between the vibrational modes of a group in the crystalline chain structure and in the amorphous chain structure. In summary, we have been able to show that an isotopic frequency rule can be derived which is valid to a good approximation for single modes of groups within a complex molecule. Not only does the application of this rule provide information on the separability of group vibrations, but it also can be of assistence in making assignments.
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APPENDIX
The relation expressed by Eq. (4), while not generally true, is valid to a good approximation for some small molecules. For diatomic molecules this is obviously the case, since in this instance (Al) For a nonlinear symmetric triatomic molecule, XY2, the frequencies, on the assumption of a valence force field, are given by (see work cited in footnote 1, p. 168) 
+[B±(B2-4D)!}my-l. (A6)
Since mx is kept constant upon isotopic substitution, this can be written as (A7) which is of the form of Eq. (4). An analogous relationship holds for A2, and can also be shown to be similarly valid for the frequencies of a pyramidal XY3 molecule.
